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LM: less than 10K lines of code (C-equiv)
(36K ROM, 2K RAM, 43Khz cycle)

1969 2019
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+50

Altair: est. 10M lines of code 
(est. 1GB RAM, est. 1Ghz cycle)

3 orders of magnitude more code
did the problem get harder?
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all aerospace software
(military, commercial, space)

top: manned
bottom: robotic  



software complexity

 A system is “complex” if its design is unsuitable for 
the application of exhaustive simulation and test, 
and therefore its behavior cannot be verified by 
exhaustive testing.

Defense Standard 00-54 
Requirements for safety related electronic hardware in defense equipment

UK Ministry of Defense, 1999

44
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exhaustive testing

 single-threaded code:
 does full statement and branch coverage 

guarantee an exhaustive test ?
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single-threaded code

small example:
void foo(int x, int y)
{

int *p = NULL;

if (x != 0) {
p = &x;

}

if (y != 0) { 
*p = y; 

}

}

int *p = 0
int *p = 0

x!=0

y!=0

p =&x

*p=y

false true

true false

test1: foo(0,0)

x!=0

y!=0

p =&x

*p=y

int *p = 0

test2: foo(1,1)

*p=y

x!=0

y!=0

p =&x

bug: foo(0,1)

missed path
with nil-pointer
dereference

100% statement and branch coverage
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exhaustive testing

 single-threaded code:
 does full statement and branch coverage 

guarantee an exhaustive test ?  answer: no!

 multi-threaded code:
 does full statement and branch coverage plus 

complete coverage of the input domain
guarantee an exhaustive test ?
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multi-threaded code

x!=0

y!=0

p =&x

*p=y

int *p = 0

false true

true false

x = 1-y

f t

t f

f t

t f

threads can step on each other’s data,
causing data corruption for a subset of thread interleavings

the number of
interleaved thread

executions can now
become very large

X

added thread
changing the

value of x once
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can 100% data + statement + branch coverage 
detect all defects in multi-threaded code?

x,y=0,0 x,y=1,0

x,y=0,1 x,y=1,1

*p=y

p =&x

*p=y

1 of 4
possible
interleavings
show the defect
75% of the
runs miss it

*p=y*p=y

p =&x
1 of 5
possible
interleavings
show the defect
80% of the
runs miss it

x!=0

y!=0

p =&x

x=1-y

n

n

y

n

3 possible
interleavings,
no error

p =&xp =&x
4 possible
interleavings,
no error

4 possible input combinationsin multi-threaded software
it’s not just important which statements are executed,

it’s can also be important when they are executed:
determined in part by the relative speed of process execution
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exhaustive testing

 single-threaded code:
 does full statement and branch coverage 

guarantee an exhaustive test ?  answer: no!

 multi-threaded code:
 does full statement and branch coverage plus 

complete coverage of the input domain
guarantee an exhaustive test ? answer: no!
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the difficulty of testing
multi-threaded software
 consider:

 3 concurrent threads with
 3 statements in each thread

 the number of possible execution 
interleavings  is:
9!      6!      3!

----- · ----- · ---- = 1,680 executions
6!.3!   3!.3!    3!

 are all these executions okay?

 can/should we test them all?  

 the standard test process would 
cover perhaps 1% -- how do we 
select the right 1%?

1

3
2

start

the best way to rule out race conditions and
synchronization errors is in the software design

1111



failure in complex systems

 major failures in complex 
systems often happen when 
relatively small defects combine 
in unpredictable ways
 adding backups (or fault protection) can 

increase complexity and introduce new 
hidden dependencies

Perrow’s leading example:
the 1979 partial meltdown of the
Three Mile Island nuclear plant.

(1984)
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“residual defects”

design coding testing

defect propagation

defect insertion
6 23 46 1

defect removal

4 20 26 24

residual defects
per KLOC post-testing

(a.k.a. software anomalies)

2 5 25 2
reqs

i.e., find ways to catch defects as close to the
point of introduction as possible

even the small ones
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reliable systems from unreliable parts
is standard in other disciplines

 hardware:

 redundant components [von Neumann, 1948]

 communication:

 redundant encodings [Shannon, 1948]

 software:

 Is there a similar basis for making software 

(more) reliable?



good places to look

 design / structure
• architectural principles
• coding standards + compliance checking
• code scrub: fixing even small problems

 model based engineering
 e.g., logic design verification with model checkers

 fault containment
• decoupling
• margin and memory barrier patterns
• hierarchical backup
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principles
for protecting a system against the unanticipated

redundancy
fault protection

paranoia:
the second layer
“expect the unexpected”

simplified backup fault containment

design :
the first layer
of defense against
residual defects

1852

simplicity

the Otis safety
Elevator (1852)
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simplified software redundancy

 a simplified backup for critical software modules
 the module is designed for performance and functionality
 the backup is designed for verifiability, survivability and recovery from 

unanticipated software defects

normal operation

fp unit

fault

prime module
full functionality

optimal performance
not fully verifiable

small
simple &
verifiable
backup

fp unit

small
simple &
verifiable
backup

fault containment mode

prime module
full functionality

optimal performance
not fully verifiable



logic design verification

6 M states
~7 seconds
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routine code scrub
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machine-generated tool reports
are always available

for all current
and archived modules

(meant to catch little errors early)

combines peer comments with 
automatically generated

tool reports
(using static analyzers)

in a uniform view

collects & saves
discussion trail of

peer & tool reports
meant to make large code

reviews more efficient
(and less painful)



generating tool reports (nightly)
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make Build Log
(~18K lines)

Global Analysis (~10hrs)
Module Analysis (~5min)

Current
Build

coverity codesonargcc gcc strict uno MSL
rules

extract
compiler calls

(~3K lines)

Coding Rule ComplianceDefect Detection

SCRUB database

suppressed
warnings

P10 JPL
standard



synopsis

 reliability is a system property
 a system is designed to be (more) reliable by:

• being aware of the limitations of standard testing
• adding e.g., randomized testing methods (“fuzz” testing)

• aggressively using logic design verification tools
• the Spin model checker was designed for these types of problems

• making fault propagation harder
• using decoupling, containment, margins, barriers
• using redundancy and encoding
• using simplified backups (“crippled mode”) more broadly
• enabling memory protection, stack protection, etc.

• catching defects early, and eliminating even simple defects
• preventing hidden pathways for coupling
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thank you!


